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Abstract
We report two-dimensional beam patterns for HIFI, based on the complete set of on in-flight mapping observations collected on Mars, and an
optical model representative of the Herschel telescope including obscuration, truncation, and measured wave-front errors. From this, we obtain
improved estimates of half-power beam width HPBW, aperture efficiency
ηA , and main-beam efficiency ηmb , superseding previous estimates (Olberg, 2010; Roelfsema et al., 2012), which were based on an assumed
Gaussian beam shape and a subset of our dataset collected in the early
mission. The beam models show clear signs of azimuthal asymmetry,
more so as frequency increases. Models covering all of HIFI’s 14 mixers
(7 frequency bands times 2 polarizations) are provided. We also provide
azimuthally averaged beam models along with encircled-energy figures,
intended mostly for quick-look analyses.
The main purpose of this document is to serve as a practical “how-to”
document for observers. We refer to future publications for a detailed
description of our data and methods, only a brief summary of which will
be given here. We describe the FITS files comprising the beam model and
provide recipes on how to use them.
Updated values of ηA and ηmb are provided. They differ from previous
estimates by up to ∼ 10 % and ∼ 20 % respectively, impacting the derived
main-beam temperatures and the conversion to flux densities for all HIFI
observations.
We note that this updated HIFI calibration is not yet part of the
standard HIFI pipeline nor the calibration tree; corresponding updates
are expected to be contained in HIPE release 13.
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Introduction

HIFI (de Graauw et al., 2010) has 14 mixers (7 frequency bands in 2 polarizations), each of which has a frequency-dependent antenna pattern (beam).
Precise knowledge of the beam is a prerequisite for optimal interpretation and
calibration of HIFI data.
To characterize the HIFI beam, the ICC performed in-flight mapping observations of Mars, a bright semi-extended source of known brightness and size,
using all HIFI bands. Two “runs” of such Mars observations were performed in
2010, soon after launch. Olberg (2010); Roelfsema et al. (2012) derived HIFI’s
half-power beam width (HPBW), aperture efficiency ηA , and main-beam efficiency ηmb from these data, assuming a Gaussian beam shape, as is customary
for radio observatories.
Two additional “runs” of Mars observations were performed later into the
mission, results of which are presented here for the first time. A Gaussian beam
model provides an unsatisfactory fit to the data. Instead, we derive detailed 2D
beam models by accounting for obscuration and truncation by the secondary
mirror M2, the obscuration by the tripod supporting the secondary, and using
the measured trefoil-shaped wavefront error of the primary mirror M1. The
resulting beam models show significant sidelobes. At high frequencies, azimuthal
symmetry is visibly broken: the tripod supporting M2 induces an approximately
triangular beam shape. At lower frequencies, beams are “rounder”. Notably,
our new beam models tend to be narrower than the previous Gaussian estimates,
typically by a few percent.
The present release note accompanies the first release of detailed models of
the HIFI beam on the Herschel Science Centre calibration page
(http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel), consisting of 28 FITS files and
this note. The exact derivation of the beam models will be described elsewhere
(Jellema et al., in preparation). The effect of the new beam models on HIFI
calibration will be discussed herein.
We provide two models per mixer band, i.e. one per LO band. Within
the frequency range covered by a mixer, the beam model has to be scaled by
wavelength due to diffraction (see Sect. 2.2). Also, it has to be rotated from the
focal plane to the plane of sky (see Sect. 2.3); this is important due to the lack
of azimuthal symmetry.
Azimuthally averaged versions of the beam models are provided to facilitate
quick-look analyses (see Sect. 2.4). Plots of the encircled-energy fraction (EEF)
are also provided.
Quantitative modeling results are presented in Section 3 including updated
values of HPBW, ηA , and ηmb . Both ηA and ηmb turn out systematically lower
than previous estimates, by up to ∼ 10 % and ∼ 20 % respectively, depending
on mixer and frequency. This has a systematic effect on all conversions from
HIFI level-2 antenna temperatures to absolute flux in Jy (through ηA ) and to
the main-beam temperature scale (via ηmb ).
We close with a discussion of the limits of our current modeling approach
and an outlook on possible future beam releases (see Sect. 4).
In the appendix, we present the equations governing the absolute flux calibration of HIFI in the case of general beam shapes; they are a generalization of
the spatial framework presented by Kramer (2008) for Gaussian beam shapes.
We also provide overview plots, for all HIFI mixers, of the 1D beam shapes
3

Table 1: Overview of beam models available in release #1: there are two models,
at two LO frequencies, per mixer:
1H
1V
2H
2V
3H
3V
4H
4V
5H
5V
6H
6V
7H
7V

HIFI_Beam_1Ha.fits
HIFI_Beam_1Va.fits
HIFI_Beam_2Ha.fits
HIFI_Beam_2Va.fits
HIFI_Beam_3Ha.fits
HIFI_Beam_3Va.fits
HIFI_Beam_4Ha.fits
HIFI_Beam_4Va.fits
HIFI_Beam_5Ha.fits
HIFI_Beam_5Va.fits
HIFI_Beam_6Ha.fits
HIFI_Beam_6Va.fits
HIFI_Beam_7Ha.fits
HIFI_Beam_7Va.fits

(520.5 GHz)
(520.5 GHz)
(676.0 GHz)
(676.0 GHz)
(829.5 GHz)
(829.5 GHz)
(1005.0 GHz)
(1005.0 GHz)
(1176.0 GHz)
(1176.0 GHz)
(1494.0 GHz)
(1494.0 GHz)
(1747.5 GHz)
(1747.5 GHz)

HIFI_Beam_1Hb.fits
HIFI_Beam_1Vb.fits
HIFI_Beam_2Hb.fits
HIFI_Beam_2Vb.fits
HIFI_Beam_3Hb.fits
HIFI_Beam_3Vb.fits
HIFI_Beam_4Hb.fits
HIFI_Beam_4Vb.fits
HIFI_Beam_5Hb.fits
HIFI_Beam_5Vb.fits
HIFI_Beam_6Hb.fits
HIFI_Beam_6Vb.fits
HIFI_Beam_7Hb.fits
HIFI_Beam_7Vb.fits

(595.5 GHz)
(595.5 GHz)
(758.0 GHz)
(758.0 GHz)
(909.5 GHz)
(909.5 GHz)
(1084.2 GHz)
(1084.2 GHz)
(1253.5 GHz)
(1253.5 GHz)
(1638.0 GHz)
(1638.0 GHz)
(1847.5 GHz)
(1847.5 GHz)

along with EEF plots. They are intended for astronomers who wish to gauge
the importance of the new beam models for their science.
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The Beam Models

In this first beam release, we provide beam models for two spot frequencies
per HIFI mixer band, separately for polarizations H and V, i.e., a total of
7×2×2 = 28 beam models. Spot frequencies are chosen to be close to the central
frequency of LO subbands a and b, respectively.1 Each model is released as a
FITS file; see Table 1 for the filenames and the corresponding LO frequencies.
Each file contains three extensions:
• “Primary” containing a 2705x2705-pixel 2D beam model
• “Azimuthally averaged beam profile” containing a table of the azimuthally
averaged beam as a function of radial distance to the centre (spatially
oversampled compared to the beam itself)
• “Encircled Energy Fraction (EEF)”, the integral of the above.
Two 2D beam models are plotted in Fig. 1. A standard world coordinate
system (WCS) is given in the FITS header of the primary extension. It is given
in focal-plane coordinates (see Sect. 2.3); axis 1 corresponds to angular offsets
along the spacecraft Y axis, axis 2 to angular offsets along the spacecraft Z axis.
The beam intensity is given in linear units, peaking at the centre of the image
(CRPIX1 and CRPIX2, note that both are one-based indices following the FITS
convention, not zero-based) and normalized to unity at the peak.
Other metadata given in the FITS headers include:
1 We emphasize that, for our current purposes, the LO subbands are merely used to label
frequency ranges. There is no reason why the local oscillator itself should have any influence
on the beam shape, which is a function of the telescope and the mixer.
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Figure 1: Two sample beam shapes: band 1 in polarization H at 520.5 GHz;
band 7 in polarization H at 1847.5 GHz (files HIFI Beam 1Ha.fits and
HIFI Beam 7Vb.fits, resp.). The beam intensity is color-coded (in dB), normalized to unity (0 dB) at the centre. All beam models display appreciable
azimuthal asymmetry, more so in the outer regions. The central main beam
is reasonably round at low frequencies, but shows increasing asymmetry with
increasing frequency. Here we show the central 541 pixels out of 2705, i.e., the
complete beam models are larger than what’s depicted here.
• The HIFI band band, and mixer polarisation in mixer
• The LO frequency FREQ (topocentric to Herschel) to which the beam model
corresponds, and the corresponding wavelength WAVE
• Derived values of ηA , ηmb , and HPBW (see below): ETA_A, ETA_MB, and
HPBW, resp.
• Number of pixels along the Y and Z axis: NAXIS1 and NAXIS2
• Pixel scale along those two axes: CDELT1 and CDELT2, units specified in
CUNIT1 and CUNIT2.
• VERSION (1.0 for this release)

2.1

Spatial coverage

The spatial resolution of our beam models scatters around 18 points per HPBW.
The provided FITS files therefore cover a square spatial range from roughly −75
to +75 HPBW. This constitutes a significant extrapolation beyond the range
covered by our mapping observations (which typically went out to ∼ 2 HPBW).
This is motivated in part by the slow convergence of the encircled-energy
fraction (see discussion below): even rather large spatial distances add significant power to the HIFI beam. Note, however, that typical HIFI observations
contain an OFF or a REF position, assumed to be blank sky, which is subtracted
from the on-target data. This mitigates effectively against contamination from
large-scale structure that may be picked up by the error beam: only the flux
gradient over length scales determined by the on-off distance remains as contaminant.
Full-size beam models are provided so users can extract the best possible
science from their data. For most applications, however, it is enough to crop
the beam models as appropriate, significantly reducing the computational cost
of the required numeric convolutions.
5

2.2

Frequency dependency

Our beam-modeling approach takes the edge taper on the secondary mirror M2
to be frequency independent for each mixer separately. To first order, thus,
beam shapes are constant across a mixer band, except for the spatial extent,
which is proportional to wavelength due to diffraction. To second order, the
absolute spatial scale of the wave-front error on M1 induces slight deviations
from the wavelength dependence. This effect can be gauged by comparing the
two beam models provided per mixer band. The corresponding fractional error
in the encircled-energy fraction (EEF) never exceeds 6.5e-3 (in mixer 6V), and
is typically significantly smaller.
2.2.1

HPBW

The spatial scale of beams is conventionally expressed in terms of the half-power
beam width (HPBW). We determine it directly from the beam models as the
radial boresight distance where the beam intensity first reaches 0.5 (the beam is
normalized to unity at the centre). Due to asymmetry, the HPBW varies with
azimuth angle φ. We quote the average over the full azimuth range as scalar
HPBW.
2.2.2

Rescaling a beam model

To scale the beam model to a frequency f , the pixel scale given in the FITS
header (CDELT1 and CDELT2) should be multiplied by f0 /f , where f0 is the spot
frequency for which the delivered beam model is valid, given in the FITS header
and Table 1.

2.3

Rotation to sky coordinates

HIFI beams are naturally expressed in a spacecraft-fixed coordinate system,
seeing that their spatial structure is caused by various components of the optical
path. We use the conventional orthonormal Herschel-fixed coordinate system
(see HOM: Herschel Observers’ Manual, 2014, and references therein) in which
the positive X axis is aligned with telescope boresight, the positive Z axis points
to the centre (in width) of the sun shield, and the Y axis follows from the righthand rule.
The spatial coordinates of the HIFI beams are angular offsets along the
positive Y and Z axes, off the nominal position of the active mixer. These
coordinates are called “focal-plane coordinates” in the following. The conversion
between angular offsets in the focal plane dY, dZ and along the RA and Dec
axes dRA, dDec depends on the telescope roll angle, β (column posAngle in
HIFI datasets):

 


dRA
cos β sin β
dY
=
.
(1)
dDec
− sin β cos β
dZ
Telescope boresight corresponds to dRA = dDec = 0. To linear order, RA
coordinate offsets need to be multiplied by cos (Dec) to get angular offsets.
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2.4

Azimuthally averaged beam models

We provide azimuthally averaged beam models in the second extension of the
FITS files. They are intended for quick-look analyses, allowing the user to
gauge whether an analysis using the full beam model is warranted by their data
and science goals. Another use case is the convolution of the beam with an
azimuthally symmetric source (disk, Gaussian, ...) assuming perfect pointing;
in this case, the azimuth integral of the convolution reduces to the azimuthal
integral over the beam model itself, which equals the azimuthally averaged beam
model times a factor of 2π.
There is of course no need to orient the azimuthally averaged beam models on
the sky, but the rescaling recipe provided above applies. Plots of the azimuthally
averaged beam models as a function of radial distance from boresight are given
in Appendix B.

2.5

Encircled-energy fraction (EEF)

Tables of the encircled energy fraction (EEF) as a fraction of radial distance
from the beam centre have been generated for all LO spot frequencies. They
are available in the third extension of the delivered FITS files. Plots of EEF as
a function of radial distance from boresight for all beam models provided are
given in Appendix B.

3
3.1

Quantitative results
Half-power beam width (HPBW)

We derive updated estimates of HPBW as a function of mixer and frequency.
Within each mixer’s frequency band, HPBW scales linearly with wavelength to
sub-percent level accuracy. Each beam model comes with an estimated HPBW
in the FITS header (see above).
We note that HIFI calibration so far assumed linear HPBW scaling across all
of HIFI’s frequency range (with the exception of band 5), i.e., two proportionality factors are given in Roelfsema et al. (2012) linking HPBW and wavelength.
This approach is no longer recommended. Instead, each mixer is now treated
separately. Users are advised to calculate HPBW values from Table 3, where
HPBW(f0 ) is provided for one spot frequency f0 per mixer; for another frequency f , HPBW reads
HPBW(f ) = HPBW(f0 )

f0
.
f

(2)

Table 3 also shows that HPBW estimates are now lower than those derived from
the Gaussian approximation. The differences are typically by a few percent
(a notable exception is band 5, where the HPBW went up, thereby reducing
the relative difference between band 5 and the other bands). We attribute
this change to the fact that the model now properly treats the obscuration by
the tripod and the M1 central hole, thereby decreasing the beam width and
increasing sidelobe levels. The first sidelobe is somewhat apparent in some of
our Mars maps. Using a simple Gaussian beam approximation to fit those data
therefore leads to a larger HPBW fit than that based on the full 2D model.
7

3.2

Absolute flux calibration: aperture efficiency

HIFI’s internal flux calibration (antenna temperatures) is calibrated against
observations of internal “hot” and “cold” loads, performed regularly during
science observations. To convert from antenna temperature to absolute flux on
the sky (in Jy), absolute flux-calibration factors are derived from astronomical
observations.2 We use the Mars observations, from which the beam shape is
determined, to also determine absolute flux calibration factors for HIFI’s 14
mixers.
As derived in Sect. A, the aperture efficiency ηA links antenna temperatures
TA0 to the integral of the source structure weighted by the beam shape, where
the subscript Ω denotes integration over the forward hemisphere (solid angle
2π):
ZZ
Ag
P (φ − φ0 , θ − θ0 ) T (φ, θ, λ) dΩ;
(3)
TA0 (φ0 , θ0 ) = ηA 2
λ
Ω
P (φ, θ) denotes the beam pattern (normalized to unity at nominal pointing,
i.e., at 0,0); T (φ, θ, λ) denotes the flux distribution of the source, expressed
in Rayleigh-Jeans brightness temperatures (with φ and θ denoting RA and dec
here) at wavelength λ; Ag is the geometric area of the entrance pupil of the tele2
scope and equals πDeff
/4 with Deff = 3.283 m in the case of Herschel (we note
that the convertK2Jy task currently uses Deff = 3.280 m, which implies a negligible difference – this will however be put in synchronisation in the upcoming
software update).
It should be noted that HIFI level-2 fluxes are on the TA∗ scale,
TA0 = ηl TA∗

(4)

with the forward efficiency ηl , which equals 0.96 (Roelfsema et al., 2012).

3.3

Main-beam efficiency

The main-beam efficiency ηmb (also referred to as “beam efficiency” in the literature) is defined as the ratio of the power entering through the “main beam”
(see below) over the power entering through the total forward beam:
RR
P (φ, θ) dΩ
.
(5)
ηmb = RRmb
P
(φ, θ) dΩ
Ω
The main beam is the inner section of the beam, out to the first minimum
(“null” in usual parlance). Analogous to our definition of HPBW (see above),
we average the main-beam radius over the azimuth angle and perform the mainbeam integral in (5) over a a circle-shaped area.
The main-beam efficiency is used to convert antenna temperatures to the
frequently-used main-beam scale Tmb :
Tmb = TA∗

ηl
.
ηmb

(6)

2 In principle, given sufficient knowledge of the HIFI optical system, it should be possible to
perform a bottom-up absolute flux calibration based on the loads. This is beyond our current
scope, however.
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Table 2: Adopted values for the Ruze-like scaling of ηA and ηmb within the
frequency range of each mixer: ηA,0 , ηmb,0 , σA , σmb (see (8)).
Mixer ηA,0
σA
ηmb,0
σmb
1H
0.649 ± 0.007 2.857 ± 0.004 0.624 ± 0.007 2.278 ± 0.004
1V
0.632 ± 0.007 2.834 ± 0.003 0.618 ± 0.007 2.248 ± 0.004
2H
0.644 ± 0.009 2.807 ± 0.003 0.643 ± 0.009 2.219 ± 0.003
2V
0.666 ± 0.009 2.812 ± 0.003 0.662 ± 0.009 2.224 ± 0.002
3H
0.633 ± 0.008 2.817 ± 0.005 0.626 ± 0.008 2.227 ± 0.004
3V
0.667 ± 0.008 2.864 ± 0.006 0.639 ± 0.008 2.287 ± 0.010
4H
0.645 ± 0.008 2.817 ± 0.005 0.639 ± 0.008 2.227 ± 0.004
4V
0.659 ± 0.008 2.838 ± 0.005 0.643 ± 0.008 2.252 ± 0.006
5H
0.548 ± 0.006 2.696 ± 0.006 0.595 ± 0.006 2.068 ± 0.005
5V
0.564 ± 0.006 2.728 ± 0.006 0.597 ± 0.006 2.114 ± 0.005
6H
0.605 ± 0.007 2.831 ± 0.007 0.593 ± 0.007 2.243 ± 0.012
6V
0.615 ± 0.007 2.866 ± 0.007 0.587 ± 0.007 2.291 ± 0.013
7H
0.585 ± 0.007 2.806 ± 0.009 0.584 ± 0.007 2.219 ± 0.010
7V
0.622 ± 0.007 2.817 ± 0.010 0.615 ± 0.007 2.227 ± 0.007
It can be shown (using the antenna theorem) that ηmb and ηA are proportional to one another:
ZZ
Ag
P (φ, θ) dΩ.
(7)
ηmb = ηA 2
λ
mb

3.4

Frequency scaling

The frequency dependence of ηA (and ηmb ) is described by the Ruze equation


4πσA
ηA = ηA,0 exp − 2
.
(8)
λ
In the classical Ruze formula, σ is the RMS surface error of M1. Other wavelengthdependent loss mechanisms, which aren’t modeled explicitly, such as telescope
defocus, effectively add to σ.
Roelfsema et al. (2012) fit a single value of each ηA,0 , ηmb,0 , and σ to all
measured measured ηA and ηmb values; except for band 5, which has consistently
lower efficiencies. We generalize this approach by fitting separate sensitivities
(ηA,0 , ηmb,0 ) to each of the 14 individual mixers. They are different pieces of
hardware, so there is no apriori reason for them to display the same sensitivity.
In this approach, σ can no longer be fitted to the data: there is insufficient
wavelength coverage in each individual band. Instead, we perform bottom-up
calculations of σA and σmb for aperture efficiency and main-beam efficiency
separately, using the measured wave-front error of M1. See Jellema et al. (in
preparation) for details.

3.5

Adopted values of aperture and main-beam efficiency

Aperture and main-beam efficiencies vary with frequency as described in eq.
(8). Appropriate values of ηA,0 , ηmb,0 , and the corresponding σ values can be
found in Table 2.
9

Figure 2: Measured efficiencies along with the adopted Ruze interpolations (see
Sect. 3.5). For reference, we also plot (in blue) the efficiency values given in
Roelfsema et al. (2012, see, in particular, their Fig. 3). Results for aperture
efficiency ηA are in the upper panel, main-beam efficiency ηmb in the lower
panel.
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Table 3: Adopted values for ηmb , ηA , HPBW, and point-source sensitivity (Kto-Jy factor) = 2kB /(ηA Ag ) (see (18)) for one spot frequency per mixer. This
Table is to be compared to Table 5 in Roelfsema et al. (2012), which uses the
same spot frequencies; the last three columns of our Table show the fractional
difference between the new adopted values relative to the previous ones.
Mixer
f ηmb
ηA HPBW K-to-Jy δηmb δηA δHPBW
00
GHz
Jy/K
%
%
%
1H
480 0.62 0.65
43.1
504 -18.4 -4.4
-2.5
1V
480 0.62 0.63
43.5
518 -18.4 -7.4
-1.6
2H
640 0.64 0.64
32.9
509 -14.7 -4.5
-0.9
2V
640 0.66 0.66
32.8
492 -12.0 -1.5
-1.2
3H
800 0.62 0.63
26.3
520 -17.3 -6.0
-0.8
3V
800 0.63 0.66
25.8
493 -16.0 -1.5
-2.6
4H
960 0.63 0.64
21.9
512 -14.9 -3.0
-0.9
4V
960 0.64 0.65
21.7
501 -13.5 -1.5
-1.8
5H 1120 0.59 0.54
19.6
604
-7.8 -3.6
3.7
5V 1120 0.59 0.55
19.4
588
-7.8 -1.8
2.6
6H 1410 0.58 0.59
14.9
554 -19.4 -9.2
-0.7
6V 1410 0.58 0.60
14.7
546 -19.4 -7.7
-2.0
7H 1910 0.57 0.56
11.1
586 -17.4 -9.7
0.0
7V 1910 0.60 0.59
11.1
552 -13.0 -4.8
0.0
For the sake of comparison with previous results, we provide, in Table 3,
the adopted values of ηA , ηmb , HPBW, and K-to-Jy factors 2kB /(ηA Ag ) (see
(18)) for one spot frequency per mixer; we chose the same spot frequencies as in
Roelfsema et al. (2012, Table 5). It is seen that the new efficiency estimates are
systematically lower than previous values, by typically 15–20 % for ηmb , and by
up to 10 % in ηA . This is visualized in Fig. 2.

4
4.1

Outlook
Outlook to HIPE updates

As of this writing, the calibration changes introduced in this beam release (beam
models, updated HPBW and efficiencies) are not reflected in the data as downloaded from the HSA (current version is SPG 11.1 or SPG 12.1). Neither are
they reflected in the HIPE version available today (12.1), nor in the current
HIFI calibration tree HIFI_CAL_18_0.
Work is in progress to update HIPE and the HIFI calibration tree accordingly. This will happen together with the release of HIPE 13.0, along with the
accompanying calibration tree. As soon as HIPE 13.0 is released, users can
re-pipeline their data using HIPE or request HSC to do so, in order to attach
the updated calibration files into the observation context. Alternatively, users
can wait until bulk-reprocessing under HIPE 13 is finished, and download their
data from the HSA. Note, however, that only the level-2.5 pipeline for mapping
observations will be affected by these changes (see below).
We outline here the main expected software and calibration tree changes,
cautioning that this is concerning work in progress.
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• Neither flux calibration (on the TA∗ scale) nor frequency calibration changes
at all. Up until pipeline level 2, the only noticeable change will be in the
metadata, notably FWHM.
• Antenna temperatures on the main-beam temperature scale are affected by
the changes in ηmb (see also Table 3). Depending on mixer and frequency,
ηmb is now reduced by ∼ 7.5 % to ∼ 20 %, causing Tmb to increase by the
same factor. The task doMainBeamTemp is being updated accordingly.
• The flux density conversion (K-to-Jy-factor) is affected by the changes in
ηA (see also Table 3). ηA is now reduced relative to the previous calibration
by up to ∼ 10 %, causing inferred flux densities to go up by the same
factor. Also, for extended sources, the absolute flux calibration depends
on the integral of the beam shape times the assumed source structure. The
convertK2Jy task is being updated to use the full beam model (instead
of a Gaussian approximation) for the calculation of this integral.
• The doGridding task, part of the level-2.5 pipeline for mapping observations, is being updated to take the detailed 2D beam shape into account.
• 2D beam models will be included in the calibration tree. For performance
reasons, though, their spatial extent will be cropped significantly (see Sect.
2.1). This will be good enough for practically all science cases. Users
requiring the full spatial coverage of the beam models can use the FITS
files provided herewith, which will stay available.
• Also the azimuthally-averaged (1D) beam models along with EEF tables
will be part of the calibration tree.
• Tables apertureEfficiency, beamEfficiency, and beamWidth will obtain a new node, containing the updated values. Old values stay available
for continuity, since they were used by HSpot to calculate time estimates
and to design maps.

4.2

Things users may wish to do now

Before the outlined calibration changes make it into the pipeline, users may
wish to use this beam release to improve the calibration of their HIFI data. We
provide a (non-exhaustive) list of things the beam models and efficiency updates
can be used for. We also provide a helper script, getHifiBeam.py, which may
come in handy. This script can be fetched on the HSC calibration pages.
4.2.1

Recalibrate Tmb and Jy values

The conversions to Tmb and to Jy depend on ηmb and ηA , respectively, which
have changed significantly relative to the previous calibration, depending on
frequency and mixer. Users are advised to use the updated values given in Table
2 together with (8). See also Table 3 for calculated values at spot frequencies
and their fractional change relative to the current calibration (Roelfsema et al.,
2012).
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4.2.2

Perform their own convolution of beam and source model

The absolute flux calibration for non-pointlike sources involves an integral over
beam shape times source shape (see (3) and Appendix A). Currently, the
convertK2Jy task assumes a Gaussian beam shape in performing this integral
(for an assumed disk-like source shape – in HIPE 13 Gaussian sources will also
be offered). Users are invited to perform this integral numerically, using the 2D
beam model provided herewith.
On a related note, studies of mapping observations of extended sources typically require the convolution between beam shape and source shape to be calculated. These, too, could benefit significantly from using the detailed beam
model instead of a Gaussian approximation.
Note that the azimuthally-averaged beam models, also provided herewith,
can be used for quick-look analyses, to check if such sophistication is required
for the science case at hand, and if it’s warranted by the data quality and the
knowledge of source-flux distribution.
4.2.3

Helper script

We provide a Jython helper script getHifiBeam.py that can be used to read the
FITS files provided herewith into HIPE. Beams are rescaled to the frequency of
interest (parameter freq, in GHz; see Sect. 2.2) and rotated from focal-plane
coordinates to RA/dec (centred at 0, 0) taking account of the position angle
(parameter posAngle, in deg; see Sect. 2.3).
The 2D beam model is output as SimpleImage, where the appropriate scaling
and rotation is accounted for in the world-coordinate system (WCS). Adopted
values of HPBW, ηA , and ηmb are contained in the metadata of the beam image.
A second output contains the azimuthally averaged beam and EEF as a function
of radial distance from boresight; this output is a TableDataset with similar
metadata as the SimpleImage mentioned above.

4.3

Later beam releases

Future beam releases are being considered within the ICC, potentially leading
to updated beam models. Any corresponding changes in HPBW, ηA , and ηmb
are expected to be much smaller in size than between the Gaussian-beam model
and this first beam release. In particular it is yet to be assessed whether the
changes in a further release would make any noticeable difference on the overall
calibration accuracy of HIFI. Possible improvements include:
• The current beam models are based on dedicated calibration observations
towards Mars. Other mapping observations of planets or other sources of
known shape and flux could be added to this database.
• The beam from the mixer to M2 is currently assumed to have a Gaussian
shape (which leads to a non-Gaussian shape on the sky after propagation
through a physical telescope model). This assumption could be relaxed
following a complete analysis of ground-based test data gathered at the
Instrument Level Test stage. Such an analysis could also relax our current
assumption of constant edge taper across the frequency range of each
mixer.
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• The estimated continuum fluxes could benefit from improved mitigation
against standing-wave effects and possible non-linearity. On a related
note, updates to the reconstructed pointing could lead to an improved
understanding of where our observations sampled the beam.
• We don’t currently account for spill-over at M2 directly onto the sky,
bypassing M1. This could give rise to a very large error beam with low
surface brightness but potentially containing a large fraction of the total
beam power (because it’s so big).
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A

Spatial calibration revisited

We here revisit the spatial calibration of HIFI, previously derived by Kramer
(2008) assuming a Gaussian beam shape. We drop the latter assumption and
derive corresponding expressions for a general beam shape. In the limit of
a Gaussian beam, all derived expressions converge to those given by Kramer
(2008). See Jellema et al. (in preparation) for further detail.
Denoting the beam pattern as P (φ, θ) (normalized to unity at nominal pointing, i.e., at 0,0) and the flux distribution of the source, expressed in RayleighJeans brightness temperature, at wavelength λ as T (φ, θ, λ), the antenna temperature on the TA0 scale (i.e., with respect to the forward beam) observed at
position (φ0 , θ0 ) is
RR
P (φ − φ0 , θ − θ0 ) T (φ, θ, λ) dΩ
0
RR
(9)
TA (φ0 , θ0 ) = Ω
P (φ, θ) dΩ
Ω
where the integrals are performed over the forward hemisphere (solid angle
2π). For a homogeneous source that completely fills the beam, TA0 equals the
brightness temperature of the source.
The denominator in (9) is referred to as the antenna solid angle, Ωa :
ZZ
Ωa :=
P (φ, θ) dΩ.
(10)
Ω

For a point source at position (φS , θS ), T (φ, θ, λ) = T (λ)δ(φ − φS , θ − θS ) with
the Dirac delta distribution, hence
TA0 (φ0 , θ0 ) = P (φS − φ0 , θS − θ0 )

T (λ)
.
Ωa

(11)

This describes the effect of mispointing in the limit of a point source.
The effective area of the telescope, Ae , is defined through the “antenna
theorem”
A e Ωa = λ 2 .
(12)
In the case of a telescope such as Herschel, in which the entrance pupil has a
well-defined geometric area Ag , the aperture efficiency ηA can be defined as
ηA =

Ae
.
Ag

(13)

It then follows:
TA0

Ag
(φ0 , θ0 ) = ηA 2
λ

ZZ
P (φ − φ0 , θ − θ0 ) T (φ, θ, λ) dΩ.

(14)

Ω

For the absolute flux calibration, it is useful to define the central brightness
temperature of the source Tc and the normalized source structure ψ (φ, θ, λ)
ψ (φ, θ, λ) :=

T (φ, θ, λ)
Tc (λ)

along with the source solid angle Ωs
ZZ
Ωs (λ) :=
ψ (φ, θ, λ) dΩ
Ω
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(15)

(16)

and the beam-weighted source solid angle ΩΣ
ZZ
ΩΣ (φ0 , θ0 , λ) :=
P (φ − φ0 , θ − θ0 ) ψ (φ, θ, λ) dΩ.

(17)

Ω

The total integrated source flux (in Jansky),3 S tot (λ) equals
S tot (λ) =

2kB
Tc (λ) Ωs (λ) .
λ2

Tc can be determined from the observed antenna temperature (9), which acquires the form
ΩΣ (φ0 , θ0 )
Ωa
η A Ag
Tc ΩΣ (φ0 , θ0 ) .
=
λ2

TA0 (φ0 , θ0 ) = Tc

Together, these expressions yield the absolute calibration equation
S tot (λ) =

2kB
Ωs
T0
ηA Ag ΩΣ (φ0 , θ0 ) A

(18)

with the K-to-Jy factor 2kB /(ηA Ag ) and the flux dilution factor Ωs /ΩΣ .

B

1D beam patterns and EEF plots

In this section, we provide plots of all azimuthally averaged beam patterns,
associated with the corresponding encircled-energy fraction (EEF) plot, both
as a function of radial distance from boresight. Plots are provided for all 28
beam models provided (seven mixers times two polarizations times two spot
frequencies) and are organized by band. For each spot frequency, two rows of
plots are given: EEF in the upper row, azimuthally averaged beam in the lower
row. Polarizations H and V are left and right, respectively.
Note the logarithmic distance scale. EEF increases monotonically, with approximate plateaux at the location of the beam minima (or “nulls”). The dashed
vertical line corresponds to the first plateau defining the main beam. This is
where ηmb can be read off the EEF plot (see dashed horizontal line). Note
that beam models are increasingly asymmetric as frequency increases, hence
the minima in the azimuthally averaged plots appear more and more smeared
out.
3 By definition of the Rayleigh-Jeans brightness temperature T
RJ , the flux density S equals
2kB TRJ /λ2 with the Boltzmann constant kB .
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